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Truth of the Matter

In an attempt to add additional fuel to the Michigan-State-Notre Dame game rivalry, news-hungry sportswriters hiked up a small mountain incident during Buckeye game and built it up to a point where it received more publicity than the game itself.

This is the latest development in a year that college football is heading toward a modern record for breakneck friendships.

At a time when several branches of athletics are under investigation of one sort or another, football has little affected this type of publicity.

Marquette, bashed by a touchdowin Tulsa last week, showed the game and coach Blackmon find a team in Tulsa that resulted in cancellation of the 1962 game between the two schools. Blackmon charged that Tulsa used "ineligible foreign tackles."

The Oklahoma-A&M game produced the now famous Johnny Bright incident.

In the Pac West, Northern California's Trojans have been a target at best twice this season. And twice Coach John Wooden has failed to repeat his team played "offensively, not defensively, football!

Southern Cal had been charged with using rough tactics in outhandling quarterback Sam Mitchell of Washington and Isaac, 1000 yards of California.

Dutch Meyer of TCU pulled a kickoff on Texas A&M last week where he got away with what he later admitted an illegal onside kick. The play led to a TCU upset.

Last Saturday's college implement center was the proration from a broken neck.

With all this bad publicity, most of the Korean fighting sports play from coast to coast, a couple of sportswriters at the Pittsburgh game added to the attack on football and started the skyrocketing of the Notre Dame sunset incident.

A Iowa fan was so far as to forward the verdict concerning the incident may be better than the coming Student Senate. The same opera again spread the story, and is ranked the worst.

The truth of the incident is that Young reminded Deane the official agreement that Deane was on the Pac West, and was not to cause an incident.

A series of water resources, lacking good Monday morning cry, hopped on this little incident and are now writing any story they can about it.

Yesterday - Notre Dame's athletic director and Young conformed that the two schools have agreed to straighten out. Both officials really had a "no comment" policy to the papers, thus righting the confusion and general misunderstanding that has marked the whole issue.

Letters to the Editor

Request Made for Deane

TO THE EDITOR:

Do you remember your football team of last year? Do you remember a tackle named James Thomas? As one of the best linemen on the team last year, do many remember receiving your letter and asking how the team is doing?

Do you want the answer? He is in Ohio State and playing the same position that he played on your team, and he is making a name for himself.

Robert J. Strittmatter

CED Stymied, Reader Claims

TO THE EDITOR:

I wasn't born yesterday, so I won't pretend to be the man who told me that motorists are to blame for the increase in traffic accidents. I shall be glad to explain to this enlightened, glorious day and say, that the increase in road accidents has mainly affected in gaining official recognition.

I agree with the fact that last spring saw a technical advance in the field of highway driving, but that was due to the automobile manufacturers, and not to the drivers themselves. And the increase that has occurred in traffic accidents is due to the increased speed of the vehicles and the improper driving conditions.

The Ohio State Patrol has looked into rear-end collisions and found that the majority of the cases were caused by carelessness on the part of the drivers. The reason is that the drivers are not paying attention to the road and are not giving the right of way to other drivers.

Robert J. Strittmatter

Night Staff
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EVE APPEALING CURVES

LASTS TWICE AS LONG
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BATHED IN OIL

SELF-SERVING PULL-UP
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WAVE AND BARBER HAIR CUT
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Big, Rough and Hardy

Dohoney Leads Spartan Defensive Unit

By JACK ADAMS

Note that the Michigan defense is a group of individually outstanding footballers who usually maintain a collective football mind. This approach is shown in the way they play and the way they handle the ball. When the team is out in front, the players try to put the other team in a disadvantageous position, and they try to maintain that position. The players are well-coordinated and work together as a team. They are able to read and react quickly to the movements of the opposing team.

The Michigan defense is led by Don Dohoney, the 6-foot, 190-pound defensive right tackle. He is one of the best defensive tackles in the conference, and his performance is a key factor in the team's success.

Don Dohoney is currently sidelined by a chest injury suffered when he spilled his dinner at the doubleheader against Penn State at State College, Pa., on Oct. 20. According to coach Karl Hutchins, Dohoney is not expected to return to the lineup soon. However, he is expected to make a full recovery and return to the team.

The Spartan star is currently sidelined by a chest injury, which he sustained in the dual meet against Penn State at State College, Pa., on Oct. 20. According to coach Karl Hutchins, Dohoney is not expected to return to the lineup soon. However, he is expected to make a full recovery and return to the team.

SHEPARD'S

Yeah, Man...

We've got lots of 'em!

Genuine CREPE SOLES!

Right Men! You can still buy genuine crepe sole shoes (not substitute crepe) at Shepard's... in a half-hour Freeman styles! See them in our window... or, better yet, slip in and get your pair now!

Weather-wise... a hard-boiled performer, with a lot of spring-giving springiness built into its good looks. Heavy crepe soles... warm milled for added protection.

FREEMAN

THE PHARMACIST OF MISSION HILL


Other Genuine Crepe Sole Shoes $10.95 to $17.95

SHEPARD'S

The “Shoef” elsewhere... where your nearest store.
Strikers Ease Up on Army Goods

Dewey Calls Dock Strike 'Intolerable'

NEW YORK—(AP)—Dock strikers listened their three-day-old strike Wednesday night, promising to end a lockout of the docks in the interest of national defense to arm exports.

Dewey called the strike an intolerable set-back for the nation, but said he was ready to see it through.

The dock strike, which began in New York, has grounded some 30,000 ships around the country.


dock strike is the objective of all defense efforts to arm exports.


governor said the strike seemed to be the result of a 'united action' by the dockers.

The striking dockers, members of the International Longshoremen's Association, have been picketing around the city since Monday.